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WEIGHT CONTROLLERS

PROCESS WEIGHING

LOAD POINTS / LOAD SENSORS

HI 2151/30WC Weight Controller

As a stand-alone unit, the HI 2151/30WC
multi-purpose weight controller can
independently control as many as eight
relays, based on either gross, net, rate-
of-change, peak hold, or totalized
weight values. It can also act as a front
end for a control system, transmitting
weight values to PLCs or PCs. Optional
interfaces include Remote I/O, Profibus,
Analog, and BCD.This controller is
available in panel, wall or remote mount
configurations.
Includes WAVERSAVER, IT, C2, SMM.

HI 4050 Weight Controller

Only three inches deep, this weight
controller is easily configured to meet
your specific application needs. Available
with AC or DC power and in panel,
remote or blind DIN rail mounting, the
HI 4050 installs fast with no special holes
to cut. It comes standard with Serial and
EtherNet, and optional EtherNet/IP,
DeviceNet, Modbus TCP, Analog, and
Profibus. It includes a Secure Digital (SD)
based Secure Memory Module card for
transfer of configuration data, and
optional rate-of-change capability.
Includes WAVERSAVER, IT, C2, SMM-SD,
Embedded Web Server.

HI 3030 Multi-Scale Controller

The HI 3030 can control up to four
scales at one time, and acts as a bridge
to a PLC since one port works with all
channels over optional DeviceNet,
Analog, ControlNet, EtherNet/IP, Modbus
TCP, Remote I/O or Profibus network.
It features standard EtherNet interface
with an embedded web server.Twelve
set points with independent dead
bands and pre-acts are assignable to
four or seven optional on-board relays
or external third party I/O to meet most
demanding control requirements.
Includes WAVERSAVER, IT, C2, SMM, Embedded
Web Server.

ADVANTAGE® Lite

Featuring C2 electronic calibration and
IP67 rating, these medium capacity,
compression type, stainless steel load
sensors offer superior performance and
exceptional value. Featuring lift-off
protection, these load points are self-
checking, eliminating the need for
external rods to hold the assembly in
place. Their rubber element mount
provides stray voltage isolation, minor
misaligment correction, thermal
expansion and shock absorption. Load
points are available in 440 lb, 1100 lb,
2200 lb and 4400 lb capacities.

ADVANTAGE® HI HLPT

·· Designed for use on low to medium
capacity vessels in tension settings

·· Available in 225 lb, 450 lb, 1125 lb,
2.25 Klb, 4.5 Klb and 11.25 Klb capacities

·· Mounting hardware available in either
stainless or plated steel for capacities
up to 4.5 Klb, and plated steel in
higher capacities

ADVANTAGE® HI LPRB/C

·· Designed for use on high capacity
vessels

·· HI LPRC available in 66 Klb and
110 Klb capacities; HI LPRB available
in132 Klb and 200 Klb capacities

·· Rocker-type load sensor
·· Mounting hardware available in

plated steel

The ADVANTAGE® mounting hardware is designed specifically to direct the load properly
to the sensor, while resisting angular effects and reducing moment sensitivity, still
permitting thermal expansion and contraction on the weighing system. Each load point
is also fitted with a grounding strap and anti-lift off protection. All ADVANTAGE load
points feature IP68 rating and are NTEP Class III.
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JUNCTION BOXES C2® CABLE

PROCESS WEIGHING

C2® Certified Cable

Hardy’s C2 certifed load point cable is
designed and tested to easily handle
the low voltages found in weighing
systems, as well as the load point’s
performance characteristics and
switching commands. Eight
conductors, each a 22 AWG stranded
copper wire for flexibility, carry the
signals to and from the weighing
instrument and the junction box.

Junction Boxes

Hardy’s junction boxes contain circuitry
in a waterproof enclosure that
distributes the excitation voltage for
up to four load points, and transfers
their performance characteristics and
and weight signals to the weighing
instrument. Boxes are available as OEM
cards, or housed in either fiberglass,
stainless, or painted steel enclosures.
INTEGRATED TECHNICIAN circuitry
provides easy isolation and trouble-
shooting of each component of your
weighing system when used with a
Hardy’s controller.

Dispensing Applications

Filling Applications

HI 3010 Filler/Dispenser

The HI 3010 can act as a stand-alone
controller, or as a sub-routine in your
PC, PLC, or DCS Ladder Logic control
for a variety of filling, dispensing, or
intermediate bulk container (IBC)
applications. It powers the scale,
controls the speed, evaluates the
weight, automatically refills and
discharges the desired amount of
product and notifies you of errors
through its extensive networking
capabilities.
Includes WAVERSAVER, IT, C2, SMM, Embedded
Web Server.

HI 2110WI Weight Indicator

The HI 2110WI weight indicator acts as
a front end for a control system,
transmitting stable gross, net, and tare
weight data to a PLC or DCS. This
indicator is available in panel mount
and remote mount configurations, with
a choice of Allen-Bradley Remote I/O,
Profibus, Analog, or BCD interfaces.
Includes WAVERSAVER, C2, SMM.

HI 2160RCPlus Rate Controller

This loss-in-weight rate controller is the
instrument of choice for converting a
volumetric system to a loss-in-weight
gravimetric system. It powers the
scale, evaluates the weight, controls the
rate of flow, automatically refills and
delivers the desired amount of product
at a pre-determined rate. This rate
controller can be used as a stand-alone
closed-loop controller, or as an
intelligent front end to a PLC or DCS.
Includes WAVERSAVER, C2, SMM.

WEIGHT CONTROLLERS & INDICATORS


